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OF AMERICA, April 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a bold move

to transform the venture capital sector,

AlphaFund proudly announces the

launch of Blue Ocean Capital, a

pioneering non-profit venture firm

committed to empowering minority

entrepreneurs. This initiative highlights

AlphaFund’s dedication to enhancing

diversity and inclusivity within the

startup ecosystem, providing vital

resources and support where they are

most needed.

Addressing the Funding Disparity

The inception of Blue Ocean Capital is particularly timely, as the gap in funding opportunities for

minority-led startups versus their counterparts continues to expand. Research consistently

shows significant obstacles that minority entrepreneurs face, primarily due to entrenched biases

and a lack of accessible networks. Blue Ocean Capital seeks to diminish these barriers by not

only offering financial backing but also delivering crucial strategic guidance to ensure the

sustainability and growth of these startups.

A Novel Approach to Venture Funding

"Blue Ocean Capital isn’t just about financial investment; our mission is to cultivate a nurturing

community for minority founders," said Shay Lemin, a principal figure at Blue Ocean Capital. The

firm stands out by operating on a non-profit basis, reinvesting all returns into the support and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://myalphafund.com/blue_ocean_capital/
https://blueoceancap.org


development of more minority-led entrepreneurial ventures. This sustainable funding model

focuses on creating long-lasting impact rather than immediate financial gain.

Strategic Collaborations and Enhanced Support

To broaden its impact, Blue Ocean Capital has established partnerships with various

organizations that support minority entrepreneurs, including academic entities and other non-

profits. These collaborations aim to provide a well-rounded support system, offering everything

from technological resources to professional development programs.

Benefiting from the strong network and technological infrastructure of its parent company,

AlphaFund, Blue Ocean Capital ensures that its entrepreneurs have access to a decentralized

platform for continuous information and connectivity, enhancing their opportunities for

success.

A Catalyst for Change in the Venture Capital Industry

"The launch of Blue Ocean Capital represents a significant milestone in our ongoing effort to

ensure equity in venture capital funding," stated Chris Nelson, CEO of AlphaFund. "This initiative

is a call to action for the broader investment community to join us in supporting a more diverse

and inclusive startup environment."

As Blue Ocean Capital begins its journey, it invites minority entrepreneurs who dream of

launching or expanding their businesses to come forward and experience a unique type of

venture support focused on fairness, innovation, and growth.

Christopher Nelson

Blue Ocean Capital

chris@blueoceancap.org
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